Strasa theme does not seem to work properly in V11.0

Status
Closed

Subject
Strasa theme does not seem to work properly in V11.0

Version
11.x

Category
Error

Feature
Administration
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center
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New
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Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 🌟

Description
The Strasa theme does not seem to work properly.

The content is against the LHS of the screen rather than in the middle and the menu is off the bottom of the pages.

We have just done the upgrade from 10.0 to 11.0

We have adopted the tikinewt theme instead but would rather go back to the Strasa if we could.

Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
4591

Created
Tuesday 16 July, 2013 11:03:32 GMT-0000

Last Modif
Wednesday 14 August, 2013 09:23:52 GMT-0000

Comments

Robuste 19 Jul 13 07:30 GMT-0000
I now think this problem is to do with the upgrade I did. Have done a clean install and the theme works fine that way.

Pascal St-Jean 14 Aug 13 09:23 GMT-0000
I have tried to reproduce this issue as well. Looks like you are right. There was something in the upgrade process that had caused the issue.

Hope that you were able to solve it.

thank you for reporting the bug
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